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The phase transformation of Ge2Sb2Te5 films from the melt-quenched amorphous phase into the

crystalline phase induced by 800 nm, 100 fs laser pulses has been studied. For partly amorphized

films, progressive crystallization could be induced by single pulses, which can be explained by

growth of already existing crystalline embryos. For completely amorphized films, it was not

possible to induce crystallization with one or two consecutive pulses; three pulses being the

threshold for the onset of crystallization. By employing a fs laser double pulse with an adjustable

inter-pulse delay, partial crystallization could be triggered for a delay range of 200 fs–100 ps, while

for longer delays no crystallization was possible. The time window for stimulated crystallization

can be related to the relaxation dynamics of free electrons excited by the first pulse, which are

further excited by the second pulse still remaining in the excited state. Our results indicate that the

lifetime of excited electrons in melt-quenched amorphous Ge2Sb2Te5 is �100 ps. VC 2012 American
Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4770493]

I. INTRODUCTION

Optical recording in chalcogenide films is an established

technology for storage of binary information on phase change

optical disks (PCODs), such as rewritable CDs, DVDs, and

Blu-ray disks.1 Its concept is based on laser pulse-induced

switching between the amorphous and crystalline phases of

the films. Data read-out is done also optically, exploiting the

fact that the crystalline and amorphous phases have different

reflectivities.2 Despite the remarkable performance of state-

of-the-art products, the data transfer rate is limited by the du-

ration of the laser pulses used, which is a few tens of nanosec-

onds (ns) for triggering phase transitions.3

The use of ultrashort laser pulses, currently available

only at laboratory level, for performing switching operations

would allow surpassing current benchmarks by several

orders of magnitude. The proof-of-concept of ultrafast

reversible phase switching has been done already in the nine-

ties in GeSb films using picosecond (ps) and femtosecond

(fs) pulses.4–7 In Ge2Sb2Te5, which is the standard composi-

tion used in most PCODs, reversible phase change has been

demonstrated somewhat later for single ps pulses,8,9 whereas

crystallization of the as-grown amorphous phase was also

achieved with single fs pulses.10 In a related composition

within the GeTe-Sb2Te3 pseudo-binary system, Ge1Sb4Te7,

both amorphization and crystallization has been achieved

using single sub-ps laser pulses.11

However, only in some of these works8,9 the dynamics of

the phase transitions were studied in order to shed light on the

underlying mechanisms. In this context, it is important to

remark that the amorphization process is straight-forward to

trigger with ultrashort laser pulses in phase-change materials

since it normally requires ultrafast melting and quenching,

which is inherent to the use of ultrashort pulses.7 Recent stud-

ies provide evidence that there is an alternative pathway for

amorphization, without passing through the molten phase, in

form of a photo-assisted process generating sufficiently high

carrier densities to trigger the phase transition.12,13

In contrast, crystallization is more problematic to

achieve with ultrashort pulses, due to the existence of a mini-

mum time required for stable crystalline nuclei to form and

grow. A number of parameters have been identified and

adjusted in order to favor crystallization with ultrashort

pulses, including thermal heat flow conditions defined by the

film-substrate system,8 doping14 or vacancies.15 Recently,

the use of a closely spaced double pulse sequence has been

proposed Makino et al.16 in order to trigger crystallization in

chalcogenide films via coherent excitation of optical pho-

nons. The authors study a phase transition in amorphous

GeTe/Sb2Te3 superlattices (GST-SLs), whose added compo-

sition is that of Ge2Sb2Te5. Employing coherent phonon

spectroscopy based on a pump-probe scheme using a high

repetition rate laser with a pulse width of 20 fs, the authors

provide clear evidence for a phase transition induced by dou-

ble pulse pairs with a well-defined pulse separation (276 fs).

Due to the lack of a pulse picker in their experimental setup,

the authors could not yet investigate if a single pulse pair is

sufficient to trigger crystallization. It is worth emphasizing

though, that the achievement of phase switching in GST-SL

via excitation of coherent phonons does not imply that the

same strategy would work in non-layered Ge2Sb2Te5 films.

GST-SL are significantly more structured, which manifests

by requiring a factor of ten lower pulse energy for phase

switching than equivalent GST films.

The aim of this work is to apply the concept of double

pulse excitation to stimulate the amorphous-crystalline phase

transition in conventional Ge2Sb2Te5 films. In contrast to the

work reported in Ref. 16, we do not employ coherent phonon

spectroscopy to monitor frequency shifts of the phonon modes
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but rely on an increase of the steady state-reflectivity, which is

indicative of crystallization. This approach allows us to per-

form our experiment in a non-repetitive, single exposure

mode, thus ensuring that crystal growth of nuclei formed in a

previous exposure is not influencing the experimental results.

II. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION

The laser used was a regenerative Ti:Sa amplifier operat-

ing at 800 nm wavelength with a pulse duration of 100 fs. Sin-

gle pulses were picked from the 100 Hz pulse train by means

of an electromechanical shutter. The setup for stimulated crys-

tallization with temporally delayed double pulses, displayed

in Fig. 1, consists of two pump beams P1 and P2, with P1

being incident at 53� and P2 at 0�. P1 is apertured down to a

diameter of 2 mm and focused by means of a convex lens

(f¼þ150 mm) onto the sample surface to an elliptical spot

size 180 lm� 112 lm (1/e2—intensity diameters). The inten-

sity distribution at the sample surface has been determined to

be Gaussian, thus providing a well-defined relation between

local fluence and position with respect to the spot center.17 P2

is sent through a concave lens (f¼�500 mm) before entering

a long working distance objective lens (N.A.¼ 0.40), which

focuses it at the sample surface. The presence of the concave

lens avoids strong focusing of P2, yielding an approximately

circular spot size of 24 lm (1/e2—intensity diameter), whose

intensity distribution is Gaussian only to a very limited extent.

Besides focusing P2, the second purpose of the objective lens

is to form an image of the sample surface on the chip of a

charge coupled device (CCD) camera, in combination with a

tube lens (f¼ 200 mm). Wide-field illumination of the sample

surface is achieved by employing a light emitting diode

(LED) at 400 nm.

The sample used was a 40 nm thick, fcc crystalline

Ge2Sb2Te5 film on top of a 100 nm thick SiO2 buffer layer on

a silicon wafer. Since the double pulse experiment requires

the sample to be in a melt-quenched state, the Ge2Sb2Te5 film

was locally amorphized by exposure to a single fs laser pulse

of P1. In a previous work, we have studied the amorphization

of these films upon irradiation with a single fs laser using

optical fs microscopy.17 We have obtained results which are

fully consistent with melting and subsequent amorphization

via quenching. In order to obtain complete amorphization

within the central region of the spot, a series of irradiations at

different fluences was performed. Since amorphization is

accompanied by a strong decrease of the film reflectivity, the

evaluation of the irradiation study could be followed and

quantified by means of the in situ microscope. The result

yielded an optimum fluence of FP1¼ 53 mJ/cm2 for complete

amorphization with P1, the corresponding optical micrograph

and reflectivity profile being shown in Fig. 2. The micrograph

shows a pronounced dark elliptical disk, indicative of amorph-

ization. The light grey ring and the darkest ring have been

identified as regions with different degrees of (incomplete)

amorphization, whereas the central disk, slightly brighter than

the darkest ring corresponds to complete amorphization.17 As

can be seen in the reflectivity profile, different degrees of

amorphization are accompanied by a continuous change in

reflectivity decreasing down to R¼ 0.77, whereas full

amorphization leads to a reflectivity recovery up to R¼ 0.82,

which is consistent with calculations using the optical proper-

ties of the two phases and the film thickness.17

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Determining the threshold fluence and pulse
number for crystallization

As a first step, it is crucial to investigate if a fluence range

exists in our particular film/substrate system for a single fs

laser pulse to trigger crystallization of the melt-quenched

amorphous film. We have performed a systematic study,

FIG. 1. Setup for performing the experiment of stimulated crystallization

with temporally delayed double pulses. Laser beams P1 and P2 are derived

from the same laser and delayed via an optical delay line, incident at differ-

ent angles and spatially overlapped at the sample surface.

FIG. 2. In situ micrograph of a melt-quenched amorphous region of the sam-

ple (top) using P1, together with the corresponding reflectivity profile along

the horizontal axis (bottom). The reflectivity has been normalized to the one

of the unexposed crystalline region.
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irradiating a series of melt-quenched regions with single

pulses of P2 with increasing energies. In no case, a reflectivity

increase (indicative of crystallization) could be observed. In

this context, it is worth emphasizing that our study is per-

formed on a melt-quenched amorphous phase. Several authors

have reported that the crystallization rate from such a state is

higher than from an as-grown state.18,19 We find that crystalli-

zation with single fs laser pulses of a melt-quenched state is

not possible in our case. We believe that the reason for this

behaviour is that a melt-quenched state produced by a fs laser

pulse (as in our case) is considerably more pure amorphous

than that produced by a ns laser pulse as used in Refs. 18 and

19, which tend to produce an amorphous phase with remain-

ing crystalline embryos, due to the lower cooling rate

achieved. There is, however, one work published that we are

aware of, which reports crystallization from the as-grown state

by fs laser pulses.10 The authors observe an increase in grain

size upon fluence increase, which they attribute to the larger

melt depth and release of latent heat, thus lowering the cool-

ing rate. The important difference to our situation is the sub-

strate their film is supported on, being carbon with a low

thermal diffusivity and thus favouring crystallization. In con-

trast the substrate of our film is silicon, ensuring very fast heat

extraction and thus favouring amorphization. It is worth not-

ing that a recent work reports re-crystallization from a melt-

quenched state back into the initial epitaxial state by not more

than ten femtosecond laser pulses at low fluence.20 The

authors attribute this astonishing ability to either a latent

memory of the amorphous phase of its original state or the

single crystalline interface being crucial for nucleation and

growth.

While measurable crystallization of the melt-quenched

amorphous region is not possible with a single pulse, it can be

achieved by irradiation with multiple fs laser pulses, typically

many tens.17 We have performed a systematic study, irradiat-

ing a series of melt-quenched regions with 200 pulses of P2 at

different peak fluences, evaluating the degree of crystalliza-

tion as a function of fluence. We observed an almost complete

recovery of the reflectivity of the crystalline material (full

crystallization) at a fluence of FP2¼ 17 mJ/cm2. We have cho-

sen this fluence to perform a study of the reflectivity increase

as a function of pulse number.

Fig. 3 shows the results of a study in which the amor-

phous spot has been irradiated in the center with P2 at the

selected fluence FP2¼ 17 mJ/cm2. Because of the weak

reflectivity change at low pulse numbers, image normaliza-

tion had to be done with respect to the pre-amorphized spot

and not with respect to the unexposed film. In that way, the

weak reflectivity recovery is not masked by the strong con-

trast of the amorphized spot and can be appreciated over a

constant background. Fig. 3(a) shows the melt-quenched film

after irradiation with two consecutive single pulses of P2.

The absence of a reflectivity increase in the center demon-

strates that neither one nor two pulses are able to induce par-

tial crystallization. In fact, a careful analysis showed that one

and two pulses trigger a weak reflectivity decrease. In con-

trast, for three pulses (Fig. 3(b)) a reflectivity increase was

observed. The micrographs for 5 pulses (Fig. 3(c)) and more

(Fig. 3(d)) show a marked reflectivity increase. The signs of

image saturation in these micrographs are caused by choos-

ing a narrow look up table and fixing it to be the same for all

images. In that way, progressive crystallisation manifests

mainly by apparent lateral growth of the crystallized region.

While the micrographs displayed in Fig. 3 were scaled

to improve contrast and thus suffer from saturation, the raw

data acquired was not saturated in order to perform quantita-

tive data analysis. For each micrograph, a horizontal profile

through the spot center was extracted and analyzed as shown

in the inset of Fig. 4 for the case of 10 pulses. The main

frame of Fig. 4 represents the peak reflectivity value in the

center of the recrystallized region as a function of number of

pulses. As can be seen, the peak reflectivity increases

strongly with pulse number up to � 10 pulses. After that the

reflectivity begins to saturate and then decreases signifi-

cantly, possibly due to film degradation caused by selective

evaporation and/or oxidation.21 Consistently with the results

of Fig. 3, the threshold for reflectivity increase in Fig. 4 is

three pulses, which confirms the existence of two incubation

pulses before re-crystallization sets in, triggered by a third

pulse.

FIG. 3. In situ micrographs of the same melt-quenched region of the sample

upon irradiation of the central region with (a) two, (b) three, (c) five, and

(d) ten laser pulses of P2. The micrographs have been normalized to the

micrograph of the amorphous spot, in order the reveal the weak effect of P2,

inducing a reflectivity change in the central region.

FIG. 4. Evolution of the reflectivity in the central region of a melt-quenched

region as a function of pulse number of P2. The reflectivity has been normal-

ized to the micrograph of the amorphous spot. Any increase above unity cor-

responds therefore to (partial) crystallization, which occurs at three pulses.

The inset shows the reflectivity profile along the horizontal axis of a spot

irradiated by 10 pulses.
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B. Crystallization using sub-threshold double pulses
with adjustable inter-pulse delay

For the following study, we have set the fluence of P1 to

an sub-threshold value of FP1¼ 25 mJ/cm2, equivalent in

terms of absorbed energy to FP2¼ 17 mJ/cm2 in order to

perform double pulse irradiation with temporally delayed

pulses of equal absorbed fluence, below the crystallization

threshold.22 Using an optical delay line, P2 is delayed with

respect to the arrival of P1, which enables us to explore a

wide range of temporal delays between both pulses. Repre-

sentative results are displayed in Fig. 5. The in situ micro-

graphs, recorded after double pulse irradiation, illustrate two

different phenomena. First, a common, delay-independent

annular reflectivity increase at the spot border (bright ellipti-

cal rings in Figs. 5(a)–5(d)), which lies outside the overlap

region of P1 and P2. This increase can be attributed to a pro-

gressive crystallization of a region that is a mixture of amor-

phous and crystalline (corresponding to the weak grey ring

in Fig. 2) caused by P1 alone. This progressive crystalliza-

tion is indicative of growth-dominated crystallization origi-

nating from pre-existing crystalline material at the border of

the amorphous spot.

Second, a delay-dependent reflectivity change in the over-

lap region of P1 and P2 (dashed circles in Fig. 5). For zero

delay (Fig. 5(a), a marked and somehow irregular reflectivity

decrease can be observed in the overlap region, which we iden-

tify as film ablation. Excitation with two temporally and spa-

tially coincident pulses causes higher instantaneous energy

deposition compared to excitation with two non-delayed pulses

(such as displayed in Fig. 3(a)). It is worth noting that under

these conditions, we also observe a pattern of vertical fringes

(see inset in Fig. 5(a)) in the overlap region, due to optical in-

terference of P1 and P2. We have measured its period with a

high-resolution optical microscope to be pexp� 880 nm, which

is consistent with the theoretical value ptheo¼ 896 nm expected

for two beam interference (ptheo¼ k/(2*sin(h/2))). For a delay

of 300 fs (Fig. 5(b)), no interference fringes are observed and

the overlap region shows a slightly enhanced reflectivity, com-

pared to the unexposed region, which is indicative of partial

crystallization. In contrast, for much longer delays such as 500

ps or 1 s (Figs. 5(c) and 5(d), respectively), the reflectivity in

the overlap region is the same as, or below the one in the unex-

posed region.

We have recorded and analyzed a series of micrographs,

averaging the normalized reflectivity in the very center of

the overlap region, over an area of about 5 lm in diameter.

Fig. 5(c) represents the reflectivity evolution as a function of

delay time. It can be seen that for a broad range of delays

(200 fs–100 ps) the normalized reflectivity increases above

unity. For longer delays, no reflectivity increase can be

observed. This demonstrates stimulated crystallization by

temporally delayed fs pulses for a limited inter-pulse delay

range. This conclusion points to a mechanism being respon-

sible for the crystallization process, whose lifetime is in the

order of s� 100 ps. The fact that the mechanism is ultrafast

(onset at 200 fs) excludes a thermal origin. The generation of

free electrons is the most probable reason, which is expected

to be very efficient in amorphous Ge2Sb2Te5, which has a

small band gap (0.7 eV)27 and thus allows linear absorption

of the laser light (1.55 eV), generating free electrons in the

conduction band. In this scenario, the electron density

increases strongly upon irradiation with P1 and decays

within approximately 100 ps. If P2 arrives later than this

delay, it excites the film in a relaxed state with a low number

of free electrons. P2 therefore triggers a similar increase in

electron density as P1, which also relaxes after another 100

ps. In this situation, the final reflectivity change induced in

the material is below unity and comparable to the one of

temporally uncorrelated pulses P1 and P2 (Fig. 5(d)) or two

incubation pulses (Fig. 4). However, if P2 arrives before the

excited electrons have relaxed, it further excites the material,

thus triggering the onset of crystallization. The effect of tem-

porally delayed double pulses on the crystallization behav-

iour in comparison to the effect of uncorrelated pulses or

single pulses is represented in Fig. 6. Shown is the case of

best re-crystallization, which is obtained for a delay of 1 ps,

yielding a reflectivity increase of 1.1%. While this may

appear small, it is still significant, reproducible and not

achievable with uncorrelated pulses.

As for the free electron lifetime value extracted from

our experiment (s� 100 ps), we can compare our results to

those reported by Zhang and co-workers.23 The authors study

the electron relaxation dynamics in amorphous Ge2Sb2Te5

using a pump-probe technique upon excitation with a 130 fs

laser pulse at 400 nm and fluences up to 11 mJ/cm2. They

observe two decay components; a fast decay within a few ps

and a slow decay within 1 ns. They attribute the fast decay to

FIG. 5. In situ micrographs of a melt-quenched region upon irradiation of

the central region with temporally delayed fs laser pulses. P2 is delayed with

respect to P1 by (a) 0 ps, i.e., temporally coincident, (b) 0.3 ps, (c) 500 ps,

and (d) 1 s. The overlap region of P1 and P2 is marked by a dashed circle,

showing the spatial extension (1/e2 diameter) of P2. The insets in (a) and (b)

are 10 lm� 3 lm magnifications of the center region to reveal the presence

or absence interference effects in the corresponding micrographs. The

micrographs have been normalized to the micrograph of the amorphous

spot. The graph at the bottom shows the evolution of the reflectivity in the

very center of a melt-quenched region upon irradiation with temporally

delayed fs laser pulses as a function of delay time.
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intraband carrier relaxation and carrier trapping, whereas the

slow decay is interpreted as due to recombination of trapped

carriers. One has to keep in mind that those results were

obtained in as-grown amorphous material, as opposed to our

conditions of melt-quenched amorphous material. Many stud-

ies have provided evidence of important differences in the

crystallization behaviour18,19 and the amorphous structure24,25

of melt-quenched and as-grown films. We therefore interpret

our measured lifetime value (s� 100 ps) as an effective car-

rier lifetime in fs-laser melt-quenched Ge2Sb2Te5 films at rel-

atively high fluences (FP2¼ 17 mJ/cm2). The free electron

density can be estimated in our conditions according to the

equation26 Ne¼ [(1�R(0�))*a*FP2]/[�hx0], with R(0�)� 0.46,

the absorption coefficient27 a¼ 2.2� 105 cm�1 and �hx0

¼ 1.55 eV. The value obtained is Ne¼ 8.1� 1021 cm�3, a fac-

tor of 2.5 higher than reported in Ref. 23. This high electron

density in combination with our double pulse excitation

approach is the likely origin of the stimulated crystallization

we observe.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the crystallization behaviour of melt-

quenched amorphous Ge2Sb2Te5 films upon irradiation with

femtosecond laser pulses. Melt-quenched amorphous regions

were produced by exposure to a single laser pulse and charac-

terized by in situ microscopy according to their reflectivity

level. Using irradiation with single laser pulses of varying flu-

ence it was verified that for our sample (40 nm thick, 100 nm

SiO2 buffer layer on Si substrate) crystallization was not

possible, requiring a minimum pulse number of three for trig-

gering partial crystallization. In contrast, it was possible to

trigger partial crystallization by irradiating with a double

pulse, provided that the inter-pulse delay was in the range of

200 fs–100 ps. At zero delay we observed ablation, due to the

local intensity enhancement of interfering pulses. At delays

larger than 100 ps, no crystallization was induced. We con-

clude that the maximum delay for stimulated crystallization

(100 ps) is a direct measure of the lifetime of the free electrons

excited by the first pulse, which are further excited by the sec-

ond pulse while still being in the excited state. For conditions

where melt-quenching produced only partly amorphized films,

progressive crystallization by single pulses was observed

(without the need of temporally delayed pulses), which can be

explained by growth of the already existing crystalline phase.
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